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Asthma in Children. Edited by JAN A. KUZEMKO. PP. 122,
hard cover, illustrated. Tunbridge Wells: Pitman Medical,
1976. £3.50.

Blood and its Diseases. By I. CHANARIN, MILICA BROZOVIC,
ELIZABETH TIDMARSH and D. A. W. WATERS. Pp. 250,
hard cover, illustrated. Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone,
1976. £4.50.

Diseases of the Thyroid. By DAVID EVERED. Pp. 182, hard
cover, illustrated. Tunbridge Wells: Pitman Medical,
1976. £6.00.

The Drugging of the Americas. By MILTON SILVERMAN. Pp.
147 + xiv, hard cover, illustrated. Berkeley, Los Angeles
and London: University of California Press, 1976. £5.95.

A Handbook of Treatment. Edited by H. W. PROCTOR and
P. S. BYRNE. Pp. 434 + x, hard cover, illustrated. Lan-
caster: Medical and Technical Publishing Co. Ltd, 1976.
£9.95.

Health Services Planning. A monograph from the Department of
Community Medicine, St Thomas' Hospital, London.
Edited by KAREN DUNNELL. Pp. 55, soft cover. London:
King Edward's Hospital Fund, 1976. £4.00.

Hematologic Diseases. New Directions in Therapy. By PETER
CURT UNGARO. Pp. 255, soft cover. London: Henry Kimp-
ton Publishers, 1976. £7.50.

Introduction to Physiology, Volume 3. By HUGH DAVSON and
M. B. SEGAL. Pp. 656 + x, hard cover, illustrated. London:
Academic Press; New York: Grune & Stratton, 1976.
£9.80.

Modern Topics in Rheumatology. Edited by GRAHAM R. V.
HUGHES. Pp. 200 + viii, hard cover, illustrated. London:
William Heinemann Medical Books Ltd, 1976. £8.00.

Modern Trends in Psychosomatic Medicine-3. The Modern
Trends Series. Edited by OSCAR W. HILL. Pp. 520, hard
cover, illustrated. London: The Butterworth Group, 1976.
£14.00.

Multiple Choice (Objective) Questions in Pharmacology.
By ROGER A. LEWIs. Pp. 143 + xv, soft cover. London:
Bailliere Tindall, 1976. £2.20.

The Multiple Choice Question in Medicine. By JOHN ANDER-
SON. Pp. 152 + viii, soft cover, illustrated. Tunbridge
Wells: Pitman Medical, 1976. £3.00.

Practice-a Handbook of Primary Medical Care. Instalment
II. Edited by J. CORMACK, M. MARINKER and D. MORRELL,
London: Kluwer-Harrap Handbooks, 1976. £6.50 per
instalment (plus special binder at £1.60 and postage).
Updating service planned to cost about £6.00 p.a.

Psychological Medicine. An Introduction to Psychiatry. By
DESMOND CURRAN, MAURICE PARTRIDGE and PETER
STOREY. Pp. 444, soft cover. Edinburgh: Churchill Living-
stone, 1976. £5.75.

Recent Advances in Paediatrics. Number Five. Edited by
DAVID HULL. Pp. 367 + viii, hard cover, illustrated.
Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, 1976. £10,00.

Scanning Electron Microscopy 1976. Vols 1 and 2. Con-
ference proceedings. Edited by OM JOHARI and ROBERT P.
BECKER. Sponsored by lIT Research Institute, Chicago,
Illinois 60616, U.S.A. Pp. 782, 708, illustrated. 1976.

A Short Textbook of General Practice (3rd Edition). By
DENIS CRADDOCK. Pp. 741, hard cover. London: H. K.
Lewis, 1976. £12.00.

Solved: The Riddle of Heart Attacks. By BRODA 0. BARNES
and CHARLoTrE W. BARNES. Pp. 84, soft cover. Fort
Collins, Colorado: Robinson Press, 1976. $2.50.

A Synopsis of Physical Signs in Medicine (2nd Edition).
By H. FULD. Pp. 218, soft cover. London: H. K. Lewis &
Co. Ltd, 1976. £5.00.

Tether Contracture and Deformity. By JOHN M. P. CLARK. Pp.
197 + viii, hard cover, illustrated. London: William
Heinemann Medical Books Ltd, 1976. £7.50.

Book reviews

Blood and its Diseases
By I. CHANARIN, MILICA BROZOVIc, ELIZABETH TIDMARSH
and D. A. WATERS. Pp. 250, hard cover, illustrated.
Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, 1976. £4.50.

This new textbook of haematology is small enough to fit
comfortably into a brief-case but this is not the only feature
which will endear it to students. It is concise and well
illustrated and the authors have explained the basic scientific
aspects very clearly.
The book should prove invaluable to medical under-

graduates and to technicians studying for HNC examinations.
The style in which the book is written does not invite the

student to seek for alternative explanations or even suggest
that many points presented as facts are, in truth, disputed
hypotheses. This dogmatic presentation together with the
absence of references makes the book unsuitable for post-
graduates studying for the M.R.C.Path. examination.

Drug Treatment. Principles and Practice of Clinical Phar-
cology and Therapeutics

Edited by GRAEME S. AVERY. Pp. xl + 1048, hard cover.
Edinburgh and London: Churchill Livingstone, 1976.
£16.00.

That droll sage, Dr Alec Cooke of Oxford, has recently
reminded viewers that their duty is to say whether a book is

good, bad or indifferent. This huge new textbook of thera-
peutics is good in some parts, but not so good in others.
It is good to find so many experts drawn together from so
many parts of the world to provide a truly international
viewpoint, ranging from Scotland to South Africa and
from Sweden to California. It is also praiseworthy to be able
to buy 1048 pages crammed with information and enlivened
by many helpful tables for £16. The unfortunate drawback is
that advances in therapeutics have overtaken production of
this book so that now, newly born, it already shows the
stigmata of ageing. The authors themselves must surely peer
ruefully at their sections and wish that they could have
included the exciting new advances of levamisole in cancer
immunotherapy and immunodeficiency diseases (it is only
recommended for roundworm infestation here), metro-
nidazole for anaerobic infections and acne, and more about
cimetidine and bromocriptine. The authors must surely
blush from 1976 until the next edition by the statements
'Rifampicin is an effective replacement for PAS and is
gaining popularity' or 'Treating asymptomatic subjects with
isoniazid alone has long been debated'. As Shirley Bassey
would say 'This debate is over'.

It is possible that the delay in publication is due to the
fact that the authors are drawn from the four corners of the
globe (an editorial headache in itself), the editor sits in
Auckland and the book is published in Sydney.
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Although the verdict must be 'indifferent' in Cooke
terminology for the first edition, the second edition will
undoubtedly be good if the editor realizes that it is already
overdue and that it must be published soon.

The Logic of Medicine
By EDMOND A. MURPHY. Pp. xi + 353, illustrated, hard
cover. Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press, 1976. £1 1.55.

This is a most unusual and interesting book and this reviewer
believes it is difficult for anyone using measurement of any
sort in medical practice to read it without profit. Its theme is
the need for clarity of definition of the terms used in ordinary
speech, writing (especially in scientific papers) and, further,
for the processes of thought which go towards not only
making a clinical diagnosis but assessments of treatment
and of all the comparisons and judgments made in clinical
medicine. It can be read by those without much knowledge
of mathematics or statistics but it gains enormously in value
if it is read in conjunction with a small text of statistics as
applied to medicine: yet it must be emphasized that this is
not necessary and it stands alone on its merits. Some idea
of the range of this book can be given by quoting first 'The
Objective' which states that 'The serious purpose of the
book is to explore the ideas behind the evaluation of the
sources and interpretation of the data from which the corpus
of medical knowledge is to be derived'; and then some of the
chapter headings such as 'Words, symbols, and notions';
'Disease and normality'; 'The diagnostic process'; 'Super-
stition';'An exercise in qualitativecriticism'. Runningthrough
the book is the wide scholarship and humour of the author.

The reviewer would particularly like medical students to read
it, but practising doctors would need to dispense with their
bad or clumsy logical processes which may often be harmful
to the patient. The book is well produced and is a credit to
the Johns Hopkins University Press.

A Synopsis of Physical Signs in Medicine
By H. FULD. Second edition. Pp. 218, soft cover. London:
K. K. Lewis & Co Ltd., 1976. £5.00.

The diagnostic process depends on the gathering of infor-
mation from three sources, history, physical examination,
and investigations. The former two yield up the diagnosis in
a majority of cases and, as the author repeatedly stresses,
careful clinical examination reduces the need for investi-
gations which are often costly from several points of view.
The book, however, does not concern itself solely with
physical signs, which cannot be sensibly treated in isolation.
It also deals with symptoms, diseases and basic investigations
such as the ECG and chest X-ray. There are some helpful
lists of 'causes', e.g. of hepatomegaly, purpura and the acute
abdomen, and some rather less helpful black and white
reproductions of photographs of physical signs.

It is sad that students are still taught to analyse the radial
rather than brachial pulse; the author also does not go into
detail of how to measure blood pressure - a pity in view of
the diagnostic importance placed on this single physical
sign.

However, in spite of one or two errors and omissions, the
book can be recommended to the medical student revising
for his finals exam. copyright.
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